Better Insights = Better Decisions

Vivid Reports Flex™ is a new way to access and share
information with complete flexibility and control. Seamlessly
report across multiple systems and data sources, then
combine the rich formatting and ease-of-use of Microsoft
Excel® with the superior processing power and advanced
functionality.

Vivid Reports CPM solutions provides a sophisticated
reporting framework. It transforms Microsoft Excel® into
a secure presentation and analysis work space, powered
by a lightning fast SQL Server reporting engine. Our
software empowers team members and stakeholders to
immediately access the financial information they need.

Benefits:
Better insight and decision-making abilities
Peace-of-mind that reports are accurate and secure
Increased productivity and efficiency of process
Budget and collaborate with your team
Simplify processes and realize a faster month-end close
Reduce demand on your Accounting Department while
making managers more fiscally responsible
Fully leverage Excel® as Vivid Reports CPM is seamlessly
integrated
Excellent services to ensure you realize the full
potential of Vivid Reports CPM

Produce comprehensive reports that provide the
complete picture
Free up valuable IT resources by creating dynamic
reports, dashboards and KPIs your users can interact
with
Create, update, print, PDF, or email multiple reports with
a single click
Easily deployed with a central management area
Seamlessly report across multiple systems and data
sources

Why Vivid?

When Vivid?
When it’s time to report across multiple divisions, locations, branches,
departments, or product lines.
When your company needs to perform consolidations with full currency
conversion.
When your company needs to seamlessly drill-down back to transactions.
When multiple users need to access your company’s financial information.
When your company needs a SOX compliant central repository of
reporting elements.

When your company needs to audit changes to
definitions.
When your company needs to produce reports based
on large General Ledgers with ease and speed.
When your company wants to get more out of
Excel®.
When it’s time to simplify complex processes.

About Us

Vivid Reports is a software development company that creates
business intelligence (BI) software solutions specializing in Corporate
Performance Management (CPM) and BI reporting tools that leverage
Microsoft Excel. Our mission is to provide comprehensive software
that easily organizes, transforms, and reveals valuable information
for our clients to use intelligently. Vivid helps companies cut costs,
gain competitive advantages, recognize opportunities, and manage
effectively.

You're in Good Company!
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